
 
 
 
 

 

 
The Official Guide for GMAT® Review, 13th Edition  
Newly revised with 205 new questions, the 13th edition is the only guide written by the test creators. 
Inside you’ll find 900 real GMAT questions with answers and detailed explanations. Plus, a new online 
study companion with 50 Integrated Reasoning questions and answer explanations. 
[Book and Online] US $42.95 
 

 

The Official Guide for GMAT® Quantitative Review, 2nd Edition  
Provides 300 questions from past GMAT tests, including 75 questions new to this edition, with 
answers and explanations for each question.  Inside you’ll find problem solving and data sufficiency 
questions that give you an intense review of arithmetic, algebra, and word-problem skills. 
[Book] US $17.95 

 

The Official Guide for GMAT® Verbal Review, 2nd Edition  
Provides 300 questions from past GMAT tests, including 75 questions new to this edition, with 
answers and explanations for each question.  Inside you’ll find sections on reading comprehension, 
critical reasoning, and sentence correction. 
[Book] US $17.95 

 

GMAT® Paper Tests  
Downloadable, out-of-circulation paper tests; each test includes timed sections, an answer sheet, and 
a way to convert raw scores to the equivalent GMAT score. If practice makes perfect, you'll get a head 
start by buying any set of the GMAT Paper Tests. 
[PDF File] US $29.99 

 

 
GMAT Write®  
This web-based essay-writing practice tool offers you real GMAT writing prompts along with feedback 
on how well your essays demonstrate your ability to think critically and communicate ideas.  
[Online] US $29.99 
demon your ability to think 

 

GMAT Focus® Online Quantitative Diagnostic Tool  
An online, computer-adaptive diagnostic tool, using retired GMAT questions, that measures your 
strengths and weaknesses and helps you study more efficiently and effectively.  
[Online] US $29.99 for single test, and US $69.99 for bundle of 3 tests 
 

 

GMATPrep®  
FREE downloadable test-preparation software that allows you to take 2 full-length GMAT CAT exams. 
The software will help you prepare, practice, and improve whether you have a PC or a Mac. 
[Download] Free 

 

GMATPrep® Question Pack 1 
Extend your free GMATPrep® software download with this pack of 404 questions and answer 
explanations: 200 Quantitative, 180 Verbal, and 24 Integrated Reasoning. This pack includes 
questions never before seen in any other GMAT exam product. 
[Download] US $24.99 

 

GMAT® Study Tools 
available online at mba.com/store 

 


